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La Briciola 

"Pizza in Paris?"

For those seeking an Italian dining experience in Paris, La Briciola is a

must stop-by. Tucked in a rather quieter and nondescript part of Le

Marais, this small pizzeria serves traditional Napolitanas and Margheritas,

some of the best you will taste in the capital. Crispy and thin, the blister-

crusted pies are smattered with fresh from the garden toppings, slices of

spiced sausage and plenty of homemade sauce. Not overdone with

cheese, the pizzas are light and lean, just the way Italians make them.

Besides the pizzas, the salads and desserts are noteworthy and make

excellent complements. And the laid-back atmosphere is just perfect for

those Sunday afternoon family outings or dinner-for-twos.

 +33 1 4277 3410  www.labriciola.fr/  labriciola@outlook.fr  64 rue Charlot, Paris
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Amici Miei 

"Sardinia Will Show You Its Secrets!"

Here at Amici Miei you will find true provincial Italian cooking, right from

the heart of Sardinia. Pictures of this beautiful island and its lovely sea line

the walls, and an open wood oven sits in one of the corners, creating a

wonderful, provincial atmosphere. Of course you can eat pizza, over 20

different varieties, as well as some very good pasta. Amici Miei may be

noisy and crowded, but then again, that's the sound of friendly provincial

Italy!

 +33 1 4271 8262  lnx.ondeweb.net/amicimieiparis/spl

ash.html

 44 rue Saint-Sabin, Paris
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Pizza Chic 

"Glammed Pizzas"

When its a French affair, even something like pizza becomes Boho chic. In

Paris's Saint-Germain-Des-Prés neighborhood you will stumble across a

black door on the corner of Rue de Mézières and Rue Cassette with a bold

neon sign declaring 'Pizza Chic', although there's a good chance you've

already heard about this place. Sharp and upscale, this pizza place is what

one would describe as New York hipster meets Parisian haute-glam. Crisp

white tablecloths, silver cutlery and elegant wine setups, that's how owner

Julien Cohen imagined this pizzeria. The fine-dine setting with its open

kitchen and wood oven is actually quite charming if not intimidating for

first-time visitors. Once you're past admiring (or gawking at) the decor,

you will notice the concise menu which is laid out with starters, mains and

desserts. Go for the Carciofi, smattered with artichokes, arugula and

shredded aged parmesan, this star stands out as a favorite among its thin-

crust counterparts. Vegetarians must try the crudaiola, loaded with fresh

from the garden tomatoes, arugula and fresh mozzarella. And the

handpicked selection of wines goes perfectly with the pizzas.

 +33 1 4548 3038  www.pizzachic.fr/  13 rue de Mézières, Paris

https://thefork.com/restaurant/la-briciola/2382?cc=56873-f81
https://cityseeker.com/pt/paris/588770-la-briciola
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lainetrees/5533847440/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en
https://cityseeker.com/pt/paris/87915-amici-miei
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Paris_75006_Rue_Mezi%C3%A8res_x_Rue_Cassette_no_8_Pizza_Chic_20140421.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0
https://cityseeker.com/pt/paris/588579-pizza-chic
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Al Dente 

"Best of Italy in 7ème"

Al Dente is a popular Italian restaurant located in the 7th Arrondissement

of Paris. Elegantly designed to meet comforts of the guests, it blends the

Parisian style and the Italian humor. People usually swear by their

Orecchiette and tiramisu which are truly scrumptious. Al Dente, though a

little expensive, satisfies most cynics, thanks to the delightful staff and

delicious food.

 +33 1 4548 7964  www.restaurantaldente.com/  38 rue de Varenne, Paris
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Pizza Di Napoli 

"Italian in the 15th"

Conveniently located in the 15th Arrondissement of Paris, Pizza di Napoli

boasts of authentic Italian recipes from Naples, the famous, mafioso

region of Italy. With a staff that is always happy-to-help and a simple menu

that promises good food, it has a lot of potential.

 +33 1 4577 0506  website--7642999937417

422310232-pizzarestauran

t.business.site/

 allouss008@gmail.com  31 boulevard de Grenelle,

Paris
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